We study monotone operators on quasi open or convex subsets of a real Banach space X (quasi open means that the contingent cone at each point equals X ). Among others we characterize the maximality of such an operator in terms of its w '-upper semicontinuity properties and, in the case of a convex domain, also in terms of its behavior at the support points. We next give sufficient conditions for such an operator to be generically single valued, extending Kenderov's theorems. As an application we reobtain generic Gâteaux and Fréchet differentiability results for convex functions defined on not necessarily open convex sets.
Introduction
Let X be a real Banach space. We shall denote by X* its topological dual, by B(x, s) the e-ball in X centered at x and by B* the closed unit ball in X* (centered at the origin).
Let A be a subset of X. For x e A let Kx(A) be the set of all y e X such that there exist a sequence (tn) of positive real numbers convergent to 0 and a sequence (yn) c X convergent to y, with x + tnyn e A. Kx(A) is called the contingent cone to A at x. It is well known that KX{A) is a closed cone and that Kx(A) = Kx(cl(A)) (cl stands for the topological closure). If C ç X is convex and x e C then Kx(C) = cl(Cx), where Cx = {y e X : there exists t > 0 such that x A-ty e C} is the cone generated by C from x . We shall denote by C* the normal cone to C at x, i.e. C* = {x* e X* : x*(x -y) > 0 for any y e C} = {x* e X* : x*(z) < 0 for any z e Cx}. Let us now recall some old definitions and introduce some new ones concerning monotone operators.
Definitions. Let A be a subset of X.
(1) A subset G ç A x X* is called monotone if (x* -y*, x -y) > 0 for any (x, x*), (y,y*)eG.
If in addition G is maximal (under set inclusion) among all monotone sets contained in A x X*, then G is called maximal monotone in A x X*.
(2) A multivalued map T: A -+ 2X , with T(x) j-0 for all x e A, is called a {maximal) monotone operator on ^ if its graph G(T) is a (maximal) monotone set in A x X*.
x* (3) Given a multivalued map F: A -» 2 ' and r > 0 let Ar = {x e A :
F(x)nrB* j-0} and define Fr: /lr -► 2V* by Fr(x) = F(x)DrB*. F is called r-efficient at ae^l if Fr(x) j-0 for all x in a relative neighborhood of a in . 4 . If F is /--efficient at a but we do not need to specify r, we shall say simply that F is efficient at a . If for every a e A there exists ra > 0 such that Z7 is /^-efficient at a, we call Z7 locally efficient.
(A) A multivalued map F: ,4 -> 2 is called cowvex w'-míco if F(x) is a nonempty, compact and convex set in X* for each x e A and Z7 is norm-tow * upper semicontinuous; if in addition its graph does not properly contain the graph of any other convex w*-usco map on A , F is called minimal.
Our first main result, stated below, provides a characterization of the maximal monotone operators among the locally efficient monotone operators on convex sets: a locally efficient monotone operator on a convex set C is maximal monotone if and only if it is convex and w*-closed valued, w*-upper semicontinuous in a certain sense and, for every x e C, T(x) is invariant under translations by elements in the normal cone to C at x . More precisely Theorem A. Let C Q X be convex, A ç C be such that KX(A) = Kx(C) for x" each x e A and let T: A -► 2 be a locally efficient monotone operator. For every x e A choose rx > 0 such that T is rx-efficient at x. The following assertions are equivalent:
( 1 ) T is a maximal monotone operator on A; (2) T is convex and w*-closed valued, Tr is w*-usco for every r > 0 for which Ar j-0 and T(x) + C* ç T(x) for every x e A ; (3) T is convex and w*-closed valued, Tr is w*-usco at x and T(x)a-C* C T(x) for every x e A .
As a consequence we obtain the next corollary which generalizes the wellknown fact that a monotone operator on an open set is maximal monotone if and only if it is w *-usco.
Corollary I. Let A ç X be quasi open and T: A -► 2 be a locally efficient monotone operator. Then T is maximal monotone if and only if it is convex w*-usco.
The following result shows that monotone operators on certain domains have unique maximal monotone extensions (over the same domain). As above, in the case of open domains, this was known (see for example [5] , Theorem 7.13).
Corollary II. Let C ç X be convex, A ç C be such that Kx(A) = KX(C)
for each x e A and let T: A -* 2 be a locally efficient monotone operator. (1) T\D is a minimal convex w*-usco map; (2) for each xeD, T(x) lies in a sphere of X* and T is norm-to-w*-usco at x.
As a consequence we obtain the next corollary.
Corollary. Let A be a quasi open Baire subset of the Banach space X and let T: A -> 2 be a maximal monotone operator. Assume that X isAsplund (resp. in Stegall's class 5? ). Then there exists a dense Gs subset A0 of A such that T is single valued and norm-to-norm (resp. norm-to-w* ) upper semicontinuous at each point of AQ.
Note.
For an open A , the second assertion in Theorem B is due to Kenderov ([2] ). He also proved the assertions in the last corollary in the following context: A open and X Asplund (resp. X has an equivalent norm whose dual norm is strictly convex)(see [3] and [2] ).
Locally efficient monotone operators
In this section we shall extend to our context some standard results in the theory of monotone operators, prove some new ones and use them to prove Proof. If T is locally bounded at a, it is obviously efficient at a . Assume it is r-efficient at a e A . Then there exists e > 0 such that T(x) D rB* j-0 for every x e B{a, e)C\A. Let x e B{a, e)n A and y e X; since x e qi(^) there exist a sequence (tn) of positive real numbers convergent to 0 and a sequence {yn) C X convergent to y such that x + tnyn e A n Z?(x, e). It follows that for each n there exists y* e T{x + rn.vn) n rB*. Since T is monotone, for every x* G T(x) we have (y* -x*, ínyn) > 0 which implies that x*{yn)<y*{yn)<r\\yn\\ and thus x*(y) < r\\y\\. This shows that ||x*|| < r and therefore the lemma is proved.
Remark. A monotone operator is always locally bounded on the interior of its domain (see [7] ; another proof, in a somewhat more general context, can be found in [1] ).
Since we shall use it several times, let us recall the following well-known lemma. for all (y, y*) e G{T) imply x* e T{x). Proof. Assume T is not a maximal monotone operator. Then there exists (y,y*0) eAx X* such that {x* -y*, x -y) > 0 for all (x, x*) e G(T), but y*o $ T(y). Since T(y) is convex and w*-closed, by the separation theorem there exist u e X and a e R such that (y*, u) < a < (y*0 , u), for all y* e T(y).
First let us prove that u e KV(A) = KV(C) -cl(Cr). Assume not. Then there exists z* e X* such that (z*, x) < 0 < (z*, u), for all x e Cy.
The left inequality implies that z* e C* and therefore nz* e C* for any positive n . Choose y* e T(y). Then y* + nz* e T(y) and therefore (y* + nz*, u) < a for any positive n , which implies that (z*, u) < 0, contradicting the choice of z* . Thus u e Ky(A).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Next let r = r and choose ß e R such that a < ß < (y*0 , u). Let W = {z* e X* ; (z*, u) < a}; since W is w*-open and contains T(y) and Tr is w *-usco at y, there exists a neighborhood U of y in X such that Tr(z) ç IF for any z e U nA . We can also assume that Tr(z) ^¿0 for all zeUílA (T is r-efficient at y). Since » e AT (. A -► 2 be a maximal monotone operator and (x ) c A be a sequence norm convergent to x e A. Let also (x*) be a sequence in X* with x* e rB* n T(xn) (for some r > 0 ). Then any w*-cluster point of (x*) belongs to T(x) n rB* (and there are such cluster pointsl). Proof. Since rB* is w*-compact, it follows that (x*) has w*-cluster points and all are contained in rB*. Let x* be such a point. We need to show that x* e T(x). Let y e A and y* e T(y). We have (x* -y*, y -x) = (x* -x*, y -x) + (x* -y*, y -x) = (** -x*> y -*) + (x*" -/ ,y-xn) + (x* -y*, xn -x).
Since x* is a w *-cluster point of (x*), by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that lim(x* -x*,y-x) = 0.
Since T is monotone, {x*n-y* ,y-xn) <0.
Finally, since (x* -y*) is bounded and (xn) is norm convergent to x, it follows that lim(x* -y*, xn -x) = 0.
Returning to ( * ), we get (x* -y*, y -x) < 0 and Lemma 2.3 implies that x* e T(x).
Corollary 2.5. If T: A -» 2 w a maximal monotone operator and r > 0 « 5«c/! //za/ yl^ ^ 0, ?/2c« Tf is w*-usco. In particular T is w*-usco at each point where it is locally bounded.
Proof. Assume that Tr is not w*-usco at a point x e A. Then there exist a w*-neighborhood W of Tr(x), a sequence (x ) C A norm convergent to x and a sequence (x*), x* e Tr(xn), such that x* <£ W for ail n . By Lemma 2.4, there exists a w"-cluster point x* € Tr(x) of (x*). It follows that there exist n 's such that x* e W . This contradiction proves the lemma.
We are now ready to prove Theorem A and its corollaries.
Proof of Theorem A. Assume that (1) is true. Then, by Lemma 2.2(2), T is convex and w'-closed valued. By Corollary 2.5, Tr is w *-usco for every r > 0 for which Ar ^ 0. Let x e A and x* e T(x)A-C* ; from Lemma 2.2 (1) (using the maximality of T and the definition of C* ), we obtain that x* e T(x).
Thus (1) implies (2). Obviously (2) implies (3). Finally, Lemma 2.3 shows that (3) implies (1).
Proof of Corollary I. One implication follows from Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.5 while the other one follows from the fact that X* = {0} for each x e X and Theorem A (more exactly from (3) => (1)).
Proof of Corollary II. By standard arguments there exists a maximal monotone extension M of T. To prove that M is unique, assume that there exists another maximal monotone operator S on A which contains T. Clearly MnS:A^2 , (M C\S)(x) -M(x) n S{x), is a convex, w*-closed valued monotone operator on A . It also satisfies (M n S)(x) A-C* ç {M n S)(x) for every x e A (since we can apply Theorem A to M and S ). Now let r > 0 be suchthat (MnS)r is defined. Since (MnS)r has closed graph and is contained in Mr which is w*-usco (by Theorem A), we can apply Proposition 7.5 in [5] to deduce that (MnS)r isw*-usco. Finally Theorem A implies that (MnS) is a maximal monotone operator on A and therefore M = M n S = S. This proves the uniqueness of M. The description of M given in the last assertion of the corollary can be proved as in [5] , Theorem 7.13.
The proof of Corollary III is obvious and we omit it.
x" Theorem 2.6. Let A be a subset of the Banach space X and let T : A -> 2 be a locally efficient maximal monotone operator. Then
(1) the function x¡i: A -> R, defined by x//(x) = inf{||x*||; x* e 3"(x)}, is locally bounded and lower semicontinuous on A {here \\x*\\ represents the dual norm); (2) the multivalued map TQ: A -► 2 defined by T0(x) = {x* e T(x) : \\x*\\ = *(*)} = T(x) n {x* e X* : \\x*\\ < xu{x)} is a locally bounded monotone operator and TQ(x) is a nonempty, convex, w*-compact subset of X* ; (3) TQ is w*-usco at each point where x// is continuous.
Proof. {1 ) Since T is locally efficient, y/ is locally bounded. To prove the lower semicontinuity of x// , let (xn) be a sequence in A , norm convergent to x . Let U be a neighborhood of x in A and r > 0 be such that T(y) n rB* j-0 for all y e U. Then there exists n0 > 0 such that xn e U if n > n0. For each n > n0 there exists x* e T(xn) such that x//(xn) > \\x*\\ -l/n and ||x*|| < r. By Lemma 2.4 the sequence (x*)n>n has a w*-cluster point x* e T(x)CirB*. Since the norm is w*-lower semicontinuous,
showing that y is lower semicontinuous at x . (2) Let x e A. The definition of x¡/ implies that for every n there exists x* e T(x) such that y/{x) A-l/n > \\x*\\. This implies that x* 6 (y/(x) + l)B* and therefore the sequence (x*) has a w*-cluster point x* e T(x). Since i//(x) > liminf ||x*|| > ||x*|| > ^(x)
x* e T0(x), showing that T0(x) j-0. Clearly T0(x) is convex and w*-compact. Finally, T0 is locally bounded because x// is.
(3) Let if/ be continuous at x and assume that T0 is not w*-upper semicontinuous at x . Then there exists aw*-neighborhood W of T0(x) such that for every n there exist xn e B(x, l/n) HA and x* e TQ(xn) but x* £ W. Since TQ is locally bounded, we may assume that ||x*|| < r for n large and some r > 0. By Lemma 2.4 there exists a w'-cluster point x* of (x*) contained in TQ{x). Since if/ is continuous at x we have xj/{x) = liminf y/{xn) = liminf ||x*|| > ||x*|| and therefore x* e T0{x). Since IF is a w*-neighborhood of x* too, there exists n such that x* e W, contradicting the choice of W and x*. Thus T0 is w*-upper semicontinuous at x . Note. The above theorem and its proof have been influenced by [2] .
Since a lower semicontinuous function on a Baire space is continuous on a dense G^ subset of its domain, we obtain x" Corollary 2.7. If A is a Baire subset of X and T : A -* 2 is a locally efficient maximal monotone operator then there exists a dense G6 subset D of A such that T0 is w *-usco at each point of D. Clearly A = \JFH. Observe that each Fn is closed in A. Indeed, let (xk) be a sequence in Fn norm convergent to x e A. For each k choose x*k e T{xk) n nB*. By Lemma 2.4, the sequence {x*k) has a w*-cluster point x* e T{x) n nB*, showing that x e F . We are now ready to prove Theorem B and its Corollary.
Proof of Theorem B. From the above proposition, there exists a dense, relatively open subset Z), of A such that T is efficient at each point of Dx . By Corollary 2.7 there exists a dense G^ subset D of Dx such that, with the notation introduced there, T0 is w*-usco at each point of D. Since D is quasi open in X, Corollary I implies that TQ is a maximal monotone operator on D . However, by construction, T0{x) ç T(x) for each x e A and therefore T0{x) = T(x) for x e D. Finally, using again Corollary I, one can argue as in the proof of Theorem 7.9 in [5] and obtain that T\D is a minimal convex w*-usco map.
Proof of the corollary. When X is Asplund, this can be proved as in the case of maximal monotone operators with open effective domains (see for example [5] ). When X is in Stegall's class S* (see [8] ), this follows directly from the definition of the class S?.
Applications to the differentiability of convex functions
Let C be a convex subset of the Banach space X such that claff ( C ) = X , A be a relatively open subset of C and f:C->R be convex. Assume that f\A is locally Lipschitz. Let a e A and let M be a Lipschitz constant for / ona neighborhood U of a in A. For x e U construct the continuous, sublinear function F{x, ): cl(Cv) -► R as in [9] (recall that F{x, ) is defined on Cx by F(x, v) = limt,0(f(x A-tv) -f(x))/t and then extended by continuity to cl (Cv) ). Observe that it is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant M. The epigraph of F(x, ) and G = {(v , r) e X x R; -Af||u|| > r} are disjoint convex subsets of X x R and, since G is open, there exists a closed hyperplane separating them (and passing through (0,0)) given by a functional <î> e {X x R)*. Then there exist <p e X* and a e R, a < 0, such that <P(v , r) -4>{v)A-ar . A direct computation shows that bq. e dF{x, 0) = df{x) and \\bcp\\ < M, where b = -l/a . Thus / is subdifferentiable at every x e A and the subdifferential map df: A-* 2' is locally efficient. Using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5, one can prove that (df)r is w*-usco for every r > 0. The definition of the subdifferential map also shows that df(x) + C* ç df(x) for each x e A . From Theorem A we obtain that df: A -* 2 is a maximal monotone operator.
•V* Conversely, if df(x) / 0 for each x e A and df: A -* 2 is locally efficient, it is easy to see that f\A is locally Lipschitz. Before stating our last result, let us recall that the convex function f:C^R is called Gâteaux different ¿able at x e C if, with the above notation, F(x, ) is the restriction of a continuous linear functional f on X ; f is called Fréchet df: A -► 2 is locally efficient; if this is the case, then df is a maximal monotone operator on A ;
(2) if A is a Baire space and f\A is locally Lipschitz then there exists a dense Gs subset D of A such that df{x) lies in a face of a sphere of X* for every xeDnN(C).
(3) // X is Asplund {resp. of class S'), A is Baire and f\A is locally Lipschitz then there exists a dense Gs subset AQ of A such that f is Fréchet (resp. Gâteaux) differentiable at each point of A0 .
Proof. We already proved (1). The second assertion follows from Theorem B and the fact that N(C) is a quasi open subset of X . To prove (3), notice that A is paracompact (being a metric space). Using a partition of the unity argument and the fact that df is locally efficient one can construct a continuous function <f>: A -* R such that dj: A -* 2X" defined by (dff)(x) = df(x)f\<p(x)B* is nonempty valued. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6 one can check that d f is a convex w*-usco map. Let T: A -► 2 be a minimal convex w*-usco map whose graph is contained in the graph of d f. Assume now that X is Asplund. Then (see for example [5, Lemma 7. 14 and Theorem 5.7]) there exists a selection a : A -» X* for T which is norm-to-norm continuous at each point of a dense Gâ subset A0 of A . Clearly a is a selection for df too. It remains to notice that the "if part of Proposition 2.8 in [5] is also true in our context, namely: the existence of a norm-to-norm continuous at x selection for the subdifferential map of / implies the Fréchet differentiability of / at x. The case when X is of class S? can be treated similarly. Note. After this paper was accepted for publication, we noticed the following direct consequence of Theorem A: Theorem A'. Let C, A and T be as in Theorem A and let S: A -> 2' be any locally bounded, convex valued, w*-usco map such that S(x) ç T(x) for all x e A (such an S always exists if T is maximal monotone). Then T is maximal monotone if and only if T(x) = S(x) A-C* for all x e A.
